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Abstract

The time evolution of aerosol size distribution (ASD) during precipitation describes quantitatively aerosols wet

scavenging process. Scavenging coefficient, which takes account of the three most important wet removal mechanisms:

Brownian diffusion, interception and inertial impaction, is used to parameterize wet scavenging process. A new multi-

Monte Carlo method (MMC) is promoted to solve general dynamic equation for wet removal of aerosols. Two special

cases in which analytical solutions exist are adopted to validate computation precision of MMC method. Furthermore, the

influence of precipitation type on aerosols wet scavenging process is investigated by numerical simulation of the method.

The results show that for lognormal raindrop size distribution and lognormal ASD (1) the increase of rainfall intensity

(from light precipitation to moderate precipitation and then to heavy precipitation) can help scavenge aerosols with any

size; (2) any precipitation type scavenges large aerosols (42 mm) more effectively than small aerosols (o0.01 mm) and

intermediate aerosols (40.01 mm and o2 mm) (in that order); (3) the three precipitation types have a weak effect of wet

scavenging on intermediate aerosols.

r 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The wet removal of aerosol suspended in the
atmosphere by precipitation plays an outstanding
role on air quality. Aerosols wet scavenging by
precipitation is usually named as below-cloud
scavenging. The falling raindrops collide with
aerosols and collect them. The three most important
wet removal mechanisms are as follows: Brownian
diffusion, interception and inertial impaction. The
e front matter r 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved
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aerosol wet removal mechanisms are very compli-
cated because wet scavenging process is influenced
by some kinds of external factors (for example,
aerosol size distribution (ASD), raindrop size
distribution (RSD), water content, rainfall intensity,
even environmental temperature, physical and
chemical properties of aerosol and raindrop) and
internal factors (for example, aerosol–raindrop
collision domain). The introduction of scavenging
coefficient is a simple, intuitionistic method and
is widely used to parameterize wet scavenging
process (Mircea and Stefan, 1998; Mircea et al.,
2000; Chate and Pranesha, 2004; Loosmore and
Cederwall, 2004). Scavenging coefficient depends
.
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Nomenclature

Cc the Cunningham slip correction factor
dp the diameter of aerosol, mm
dpg the geometric mean diameter of aerosol,

mm
Dd the diameter of raindrop, mm
Ddg the geometric mean diameter of rain-

drop, mm
Ddiff the diffusion coefficient of aerosol
E(dp, Dd) collision efficiency
J rainfall intensity, mmh�1

K(dp, Dd) collision kernel, m3 s�1

kb Boltzmann constant, 1.38054� 10�23 JK�1

kwt Transform-weight of fictitious particle
nd(Dd, t) raindrop size distribution function,

mm�1m�3

Nd total raindrop number concentration, m�3

np(dp, t) aerosol size distribution function,
mm�1m�3

Np total aerosol number concentration, m�3

Pe the Peclet number
Re the Reynolds number of a raindrop

based on its radius
S* a dimensionless parameter
Sc the Schmidt number of aerosol
St the Stokes number of aerosol
T the absolute temperature of the air, K
U the falling velocity, m s�1

vpg the geometric mean volume of aerosol,
mm3

w1 water content, gm�3

Greek letters

a multiplicative constant
l the mean free path length of the gas, m
mw, ma the viscosity of raindrop and air, respec-

tively, kgm�1 s�1

rw, ra, rp the density of raindrop, air and
aerosol, respectively, kgm�3

spg the geometric standard deviation based
on the aerosol diameter

sdg the geometric standard deviation based
on the raindrop diameter

tp the relaxation time of aerosol, s
tsca the characteristic time scale of wet

removal, s
L(dp) the scavenging coefficient, s�1

Subscripts

0 refers to initial condition
d,w refers to raindrops
p refers to aerosols
a refers to air
f refers to fictitious particles
sca refers to scavenging process
i, j, k, m refer to indices of fictitious aerosols or

fictitious raindrops
min refers to minimum value
max refers to maximum value
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mathematically on collision kernel, collision effi-
ciency and RSD. Mircea and Stefan (1998) sum-
marized the derived power-style relationships for
the scavenging coefficients and rainfall intensity for
different precipitation types, i.e., L ¼ aEJb, where L
is the scavenging coefficient with dimension h�1 in
the formula; collision efficiency, E, is assumed as an
unknown constant in the formula; J is rainfall
intensity with dimension mmh�1; a and b are two
empirical coefficients which depends on local real
ASD and precipitation type. In fact the study of
Jung et al. (2003) shows that constant collision
efficiency leads a significant error in estimating ASD
by precipitation. Mircea et al. (2000) also derived
the linear relationships between the polydisperse
scavenging coefficients and rainfall intensity for
different aerosol types as following, L ¼ aþ bJ,
where two empirical coefficients, a and b, are also
determined by different aerosol and precipitation
types. Whereas, those semi-empirical relationships
cannot used to obtain the detailed information
about time evolution of ASD because those
relationships are only associated with the rainfall
intensity and then there is no any information about
ASD.

Only the microphysical parameterization of
scavenging coefficient is insufficient to describe the
process of aerosols wet scavenging by precipitation.
In fact, the information about the time evolution of
ASD is of fundamental interest in atmospheric
physics and chemistry, because many important
properties of aerosols (such as light scattering,
electrostatic charging, toxicity, radioactivity, hygro-
scopy, etc.) depend on their size distribution. On the
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other side, properties of aerosols are also concerned
with its wet scavenging. For example, the hygro-
scopic degree of aerosols, which is an important
external factor of aerosols wet scavenging, is
associated with their size distribution. Therefore,
the information about the time evolution of ASD
when raindrop falling can help understand in
details the process of aerosols wet scavenging.
ASD with time is described by size function,
np(dp,t), so that np(dp,t)ddp is the number concen-
tration of aerosol particles whose size range is
between dp and dp+ddp per volume unit at time t.
The dimension of np(dp,t) is mm

�1m�3. The familiar
general dynamic equation (GDE) describes mathe-
matically the time-dependent size function by wet
removal as following:

qnpðdp; tÞ

qt
¼ �LðdpÞnpðdp; tÞ (1)

in which L(dp), the scavenging coefficient or the wet
deposition kernel, expresses the removal rate of the
aerosol number concentration, s�1.

The detailed information of the time-dependent
ASD can be obtained quantitatively by the solutions
of GDE for wet removal, which is a typical partially
integro-differential equation. Exponential-style ana-
lytical solution of Eq. (1) could be obtained (Jung
et al., 2002), if ASD and RSD is monodisperse or is
represented by special functions such as exponential
or lognormal or gamma function, meanwhile
scavenging coefficient is expressed as the simple
function of aerosol diameter dp (for example,
L(dp) ¼ adp

c+bdp
d+?, which is limited in some

special cases). However, as far as complicated
polydisperse ASD and RSD or complicated model
of scavenging coefficient are considered, not only
analytical solutions do not exist, but also normal
numerical methods, for example, finite volume
method and finite difference method, take hardly
account of Eq. (1) or generate amounts of numerical
errors.

Jung et al. (2003) utilized the moment method to
take account of Eq. (1) for the entire ambient
aerosol size range. Moment method is computa-
tionally efficient and is used to investigate the time
evolution of ASD. However, moment method for
the simulation of aerosols wet scavenging by
precipitation has those following limitations or
disadvantages: (a) ASD and RSD must be repre-
sented by some special function, says, lognormal,
Gamma function, etc.; (b) collision efficiency must
be expressed as a function of the power of aerosol
size dp; (c) moment method assumes ASD is ‘‘self-
preserving’’ during the evolution of time; (d) those
moment equations are very complicated and are
difficult to program even using the familiar Runge–
Kutta fourth-order method. The above disadvan-
tages constrain mostly its application.

The difficulty for the description of aerosols wet
scavenging lies in that the process of aerosols wet
scavenging is related to not only ASD but also
RSD. Usually RSD could not be expressed as
special function style, so the numerical definite
integral over RSD (seeing Eq. (2)) will cost amounts
of CPU time or generate some numerical errors.
Factually, both ASD and RSD are nature-dis-
persed, and discrete nature of Monte Carlo (MC)
method adopts itself naturally to discrete ASD and
RSD and those involved discrete wet removal event.
In a MC simulation, one uses a finite sample of the
population and follows its evolution under the
action of wet removal event that are implemented
with probabilities proportional to the corresponding
rates. Zhao et al. (2005a–c) have promoted a new
stochastic approach to describe particle coagula-
tion, simultaneous coagulation and condensation/
evaporation, simultaneous coagulation and break-
age, successively. The stochastic algorithm has
characteristics of time-driven MC method (Liffman,
1992), constant-volume MC method (Garcia et al.,
1987) and constant-number MC method (Lin et al.,
2002). The stochastic algorithm is named as multi-
Monte Carlo (MMC) method. The paper will
extend the MMC method to solve GDE for wet
removal. Firstly, the process of aerosols wet
scavenging by precipitation is introduced in Section
2; then in Section 3, the stochastic algorithm for wet
removal is described in details; and then two special
cases in which analytical solutions exist are used to
validate the algorithm in Section 4. In Section 5,
using the stochastic algorithm, some numerical
simulations are taken to investigate the process of
aerosols wet scavenging when different precipitation
types.

2. Theoretical description of aerosols wet scavenging

by precipitation

The following major assumptions are made for
the process of aerosols wet scavenging:
(A)
 Precipitation process is considered to be steady-
state.
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(B)
 Since the size of raindrop is far greater than
that of aerosol, it’s considered that the size of
raindrop does not change although it collects
amounts of aerosols. Moreover, the paper
doesn’t consider raindrop collision, coagula-
tion, condensation/evaporation, nucleation,
breakup, etc. So RSD is maintained steadily
during precipitation. Raindrop particle is a
regular sphere.
(C)
 Other dynamic events of aerosol, for example,
collision, coagulation, condensation/evapora-
tion, nucleation, breakup, etc., are not consid-
ered; aerosol particle is a regular sphere.
Scavenging coefficient L(dp) encapsulates any
possible wet removal mechanisms. L(dp), which
describes physically dp-aerosol diameter collides
with raindrops and then is collected, is given by

LðdpÞ ¼

Z Dd;max

Dd;min

Kðdp;DdÞEðdp;DdÞdDd, (2)

where K(dp,Dd) is collision kernel or collection
kernel describing the possibility of collision between
dp-aerosol diameter and Dd-raindrop diameter when
the trajectory of aerosol intercrosses geometrically
that of raindrop, E(dp,Dd) is the collision efficiency
or collection efficiency, which represents the frac-
tion of aerosols in the raindrop sweep volume that
are actually captured. K(dp,Dd) is defined as

Kðdp;DdÞ ¼ pD2
djUðDdÞ �UðdpÞjndðDdÞ=4 (3)

in which U(Dd) and U(dp) are the falling velocity
of Dd-raindrop diameter (mm) and dp-aerosol
diameter (mm), respectively; nd(Dd) is raindrop size
function, mm�1m�3. In order to be convenient for
the microphysical parameterizations of scavenging
coefficient (Mircea and Stefan, 1998) and moment
method (Jung et al., 2002, 2003), it’s considered
the falling velocity of dp-aerosol diameter, U(dp),
approaches to zero for relatively quiet atmospheric
environment, so usually K(dp,Dd)EpDd

2U(Dd)nd(Dd)/
4. Factually, if the difference between the size of
raindrop and that of aerosol is little, the difference
between of the falling velocity of raindrop and that
of aerosol should not be neglected when calculating
collection kernel. In the paper U(dp) is calculated
according to Seinfeld and Pandis (1998) as

UðdpÞ ¼ rpd2
pgCc=ð18maÞ, (4)
where

Cc ¼ 1þ 2:493
l

dp
þ 0:84

l
dp

exp �0:435
dp

l

� �

in which rp is the material density of aerosol; g is the
gravitational acceleration; Cc is the Cunningham slip
correction factor; l is the mean free path length of
the gas molecules; ma is the viscosity of the air.

The smallest size of raindrop is about 100 mm and
the largest size is about 6mm for precipitation
process in nature fields (Mason, 1971). If the size of
raindrop is o100 mm, it will be vaporized when it
falls from the clouds. If the size of raindrop below
clouds is greater than 6mm, it will break up
undergoing simultaneous gravity force and inter-
facial tension. With regard to the falling velocity of
raindrop, it is approximately fitted as (Pruppapcher
and Klett, 1978)

UðDdÞ ¼ 30:75D2
d � 106 if Ddo100mm;

UðDdÞ ¼ 38Dd � 103 if 100mmoDdo1000mm;

UðDdÞ ¼ 133:046D0:5
d if Dd41000mm; ð5Þ

where Dd is with dimension mm and the maximum
value of U(Dd) is about 9.17m s�1.

The model of collision efficiency takes account of
the contribution of those important wet removal
mechanisms such as Brownian diffusion, intercep-
tion and inertial impaction. Slinn (1983) parameterized
collision efficiency originating from Navier–Stokes
equation and using the dimensionless analysis and
coupling with the experimental data:

Eðdp;DdÞ

¼
4

ReSc
½1þ 0:4Re1=2Sc1=3

�

þ 0:16Re1=2Sc1=2�

�
Brownian diffusion

þ 4
dp

Dd

ma
mw
þ ð1þ 2Re1=2Þ

dp

Dd

� �� �
interception

þ
rw
rp

 !1=2
St� S�

St� S� þ 2=3

� �3=2
8<
:

9=
;

inertial impaction

,

ð6Þ

where Re is the Reynolds number of a raindrop
based on its radius; Sc is the Schmidt number of
aerosol; rw is the density of the raindrop; St is the
Stokes number of aerosol; S* is a dimensionless
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parameter. Those parameters are calculated as

Re ¼ DdUðDdÞra=ð2maÞ; Sc ¼ ma=ðraDdiff Þ,

St ¼ 2tpUðDdÞ=Dd,

S� ¼ f1:2þ ½lnð1þ ReÞ�=12g=½1þ lnð1þ ReÞ�,

tp ¼ rpd2
pCc=ð18maÞ; Ddiff ¼ kbTCc=ð3pmadpÞ, ð7Þ

where ra is the density of the air; Ddiff is the
diffusion coefficient of aerosol; kb is the Boltzmann
constant ( ¼ 1.38054� 10�23 JK�1); T is the abso-
lute temperature of the air; mw is the viscosity of the
raindrop; tp is the relaxation time of aerosol. When
StpS*, its considered that the ‘‘inertial impaction’’
part of collision efficiency, {E(dp,Dd)}inertial impaction,
is equal to zero. It’s noticeable that 0pE(dp,Dd)p1.
In the paper, for any numerical calculation the
following conditions are adopted: T ¼ 296.15K,
ra ¼ 1.193 kgm�3, ma ¼ 1.83245� 10�5 kgm�1 s�1,
rw ¼ 997.45 kgm�3, mw ¼ 9.591� 10�4 kgm�1 s�1,
rp ¼ 2270 kgm�3 (the typical material density
of fly ash from coal-fired power plant), l ¼
6.73� 10�8m.

3. Description of multi-Monte Carlo method

3.1. Weighted fictitious aerosol and weighted

fictitious raindrop

The object of any MC method for GDE is the
dispersed particles. A reasonably sized system
contains approximately 1010 or more particles, for
example, the number concentration of the particu-
late matter (PM) in pulverized-coal boiler exceeds
1015m�3 (Linak and Wendt, 1993). However, MC
code can only examine 103–107 particles at a time on
fast PCs because of the limitation of CPU speed and
memory capacity. Generally speaking, simulation
particle in MC methods has a number weight, where
some simulation particles, whose number is far less
than that of real particles, represent those real
particles. The most prevalent measure evaluating
the number weight of simulation particle is
the introduction of the concept of ‘‘subsystem’’
(Liffman, 1992). Ones assume the whole system is
fully stirred and spatially isotropic, and the sub-
system is an indicator of the whole system.
‘‘Subsystem’’ contains 103–107 simulation particles,
and satisfies the constraint of periodic boundary
conditions, that is, as some particles move out from
one boundary of the subsystem, some identical
particles move in from the symmetrical boundary of
the subsystem; by those hypotheses one simulation
particle in the ‘‘subsystem’’ represents some real
particles in the whole system, and the behavior
of the subsystem duplicates the system as a whole.
The introduction of ‘‘subsystem’’ can hardly
take account of space dispersion of size function,
boundary conditions, or particle and medium
dynamics owing to the periodic boundary and the
hypothesis of spatial isotropy.

MC method can be classified into two general
classes according to whether or not the total number
of simulation particles and simulation domain are
changed during MC simulation. In constant-volume
MC (Garcia et al., 1987), the total number of
simulation particles continues to decrease as aero-
sols are scavenged by precipitation, which fatigues
statistical accuracy of MC method. As far as
constant-number MC (Lin et al., 2002) is consid-
ered, in the cases of wet removal event which results
in net depletion of real aerosols, the domain of
‘‘subsystem’’ is expanded in order to maintain the
constant number of simulation particles, which
constrains greatly the application in engineering.

In the MMC method, both computational
domain and the total number of simulation particles
are conserved during simulation, that is, MMC
method exhibits not only the characteristics of
constant-volume MC but also those of constant-
number MC. MMC method introduces the concept
of ‘‘weighted fictitious aerosol’’. It is believed that
those real aerosol particles which have same or
similar size have same properties and hence the
same behaviors. One or several weighted fictitious
aerosols represent those real aerosols, and fictitious
aerosols are the indicator of those real aerosols. So
the time evolution of fictitious aerosols duplicates
that of real aerosols. The generation of fictitious
aerosols follows those steps:
(A)
 The aerosol population is divided into Cp

sections, and the total number of real aerosols
is Np. The initial total of fictitious aerosols is set
as Npf, and the average transform-weight is set
as kwtp ¼ Np/Npf (kwtp is not required to be an
integral value).
(B)
 Aerosol section looping:
I. As for aerosol section i in a given size range,

the representative size is dpi, and the total
number of real aerosols falling in section i

is Npi. The number of fictitious aerosols
representing the aerosol section i is calcu-
lated as follows: Npfi ¼ integer[Npi/kwtp].
If Npfi ¼ 0, let Npfi ¼ 1 in order to not
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omit any information about real aerosol
population.

II. Some fictitious aerosols, the number of
which is Npfi, are generated and indexed.
As for one fictitious aerosol whose index
is j, its transform-weight is updated:
kwtpj ¼ Npi/Npfi, and its size is still dpi.
(C)
 The total number of fictitious aerosols is
renewed as Npf ¼

P
iNpfi.
The detailed description and a factual example
are shown in Zhao et al. (2005b). In fact, those
fictitious aerosols of the same section have same size
and same value of ‘‘transform-weight’’, however
different size and different value of ‘‘transform-
weight’’ for different section. The size of fictitious
aerosol is just equal to the representative size of the
section, and the value of transform-weight ‘‘kwtp’’
of one fictitious aerosol is equal to the number
concentration of those real aerosols represented by
the fictitious aerosol. Generally speaking, MMC
method still maintains high computation precision
even though the value of ‘‘kwtp’’ reaches to the
magnitude of O(103)–O(104).

During the evolution of the system, the trans-
form-weight ‘‘kwtp’’ and size of those related
fictitious aerosols are changed, instead the compu-
tational domain and the number of fictitious
particles are maintained, which will be described
in ‘‘Section 3.5.’’

The calculation of scavenging coefficient needs
the definite integral over RSD. This operation of
definite integral will cost plenty of time or generate
some numerical errors, or even be unable to be gone
along. In order to avoid the operation of definite
integral, the concept of ‘‘weighted fictitious rain-
drop’’, which is similar to ‘‘weighted fictitious
aerosol’’, is introduced in the paper. The generation
of fictitious raindrops is fully similar to that of
fictitious aerosols, which will not be repeated. Now
the transform-weight of fictitious raindrop i is kwtdi

and size Ddi. If the total number of fictitious
raindrops is Ndf, the calculation of scavenging
coefficient is as follows:

LðdpÞ

¼

Z Dd;max

Dd;min

Z
pD2

d

4
jUðDdÞ �UðdpÞjEðdp;DdÞndðDdÞdDd

¼
XNdf

i¼1

pD2
di

4
jUðDdiÞ �UðdpÞjEðdp;DdiÞkwtdi

� �
. ð8Þ
3.2. The scheme of multi-Monte Carlo method

MMC method for wet removal is based on time-
driven technique (Liffman, 1992). The time-driven
technique tracks every simulation particle and
considers every possible event within a special
adjustable time step. The technique assumes dy-
namic events are decoupled within a sufficiently
small time step. Time step must be less than or
equal to the minimum time within which every
possible event takes place once at most for
every simulation particle. Time-driven MC need
divide explicitly time window into intervals, and
it’s possible for one simulation particle that no
any event is examined within one interval. The
scheme of MMC method for wet removal is as
following:
(A)
 Fictitious aerosols are generated to represent
the real aerosol population, and the number of
fictitious aerosols is far less than that of real
aerosols; in the same way, fictitious raindrops
are generated to represent those real raindrop
population (seen in Section 3.1).
(B)
 Time-step looping:
I. The minimum time scale of wet removal

event is calculated, and then time step Dt is
set (seen in Section 3.3).

II. Fictitious aerosol looping:
i For every fictitious aerosol, the judg-
ment of the occurrence of wet removal
event is taken using the random number
(seen in Section 3.4.).

III. The consequence of every wet removal
event is treated, where computational
domain and the total number of fictitious
aerosols are maintained (seen in Section
3.5).
(C)
 The results of numerical simulation are counted
and output consisted of when the appointed
time point is reached.
3.3. Time step

The scavenging coefficient of fictitious aerosol i,
Li, denotes the probability of a wet removal event in
unit time. So the time scale of wet removal event for
fictitious aerosol i follows tsca,i ¼ 1/Li. Time step of
time-driven MC technique (Liffman, 1992) should
be less than or equal to the minimum time scale in
which the number of wet removal event must be less
than or equal to one for every fictitious aerosol. So
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time step should be less than the minimum time
scale of wet removal event, i.e., Dtpmin(tsca,i) ¼ 1/
max(Li). In order to increase the number of MC
loop, time step is usually defined as Dt ¼ a/max(Li),
where the multiplicative constant, a, has the value of
0.01 or less.

Along with the occurrence of wet removal event,
ASD must have been changed, which makes the
minimum time scale of wet removal event change.
So time step must be adjusted real-timely, not just as
a fixed value.

The computational cost of the calculation of time
step will be O(Npf�Ndf) if all of the calculations of
scavenging coefficient of every fictitious aerosol use
Eq. (8). In fact, scavenging coefficient for an aerosol
size depends on RSD. Fortunately, the process of
precipitation and RSD are assumed to be steady
state. And then, the characteristic of wet removal is
that the range of ASD is only contracted. So
scavenging coefficient of every fictitious aerosol is
calculated and stored in the first time step. After
that, the value of scavenging coefficient for a
fictitious aerosol size is just the stored value of
scavenging coefficient for the corresponding aerosol
size. By those means the computational cost of
every calculation of time step will decrease to
O(Npf).

3.4. The judgment of the occurrence of wet removal

event

Its deemed that the process of dynamic evolution
due to wet depositions in dispersed system is a
Markov process (Garcia et al., 1987). As far as a
standard procedure for a Markov process is
considered, the probability of fictitious particle i

scavenging by precipitation within Dt, Prsca,i(Dt), is
represented by a exponential function (Liffman,
1992): Prsca,i(Dt) ¼ 1�exp(�LiDt)ELiDt. A ran-
dom number R1 from a uniform distribution in
the interval [0,1] is generated. As for a standard MC
simulation, fictitious aerosol i will be scavenged if
the relation Ri1pLiDt is satisfied. Here the trans-
form-weight kwtpi and the size dpi of the current
tracked fictitious aerosol i are stored in order to
treat the consequence of the wet removal event after
fictitious aerosol looping. Because it’s considered in
time-driven MC technique that any events do not
change immediately the properties and the beha-
viors of the tracked fictitious aerosol and the related
fictitious aerosol within current time step, the
consequential treatment of aerosol wet removal
event should be delayed until the end of current time
step.

3.5. The consequential treatment of wet removal

event

If the fictitious particle i be scavenged, it will not
be tracked next time step and its vacancy should be
filled. The consequential treatment of aerosol wet
removal event should maintain both the computa-
tional domain and the total number of fictitious
aerosols. Here one random fictitious aerosol j is
selected by a stochastic process, and then those real
aerosols which are represented by fictitious aerosol j

are halved, and every half of those real aerosols is
represented by one new fictitious aerosol, respec-
tively. The two new fictitious aerosols are indexed
respectively by k and m. The following treat-
ments are adopted: kwtpj ¼ 2kwtpk ¼ 2kwtpm, and
dpj ¼ dpk ¼ dpm, where kwtpj, kwtpk and kwtpm are
the transform-weight of fictitious particle j, k and m,
respectively; dpj, dpk and dpm is the size of fictitious
aerosol j, k and m, respectively. And then fictitious
aerosol i and j are replaced by fictitious aerosol k

and m, respectively. Factually, those measures mean
that the leaving vacancy of the removed fictitious
particle i is filled with the half of the randomly
selected fictitious particle j.

4. Validation of multi-Monte Carlo method

In the paper, ASD is described by a set of
lognormal distributions:

npðdp; tÞ ¼
Npffiffiffiffiffiffi

2p
p

ln spg
exp �

ln2ðdp=dpgÞ

2ln2 spg

" #
1

dp
(9)

in which Np is the total aerosol number concentra-
tion at t (m�3); dpg is the geometric mean diameter
at t (mm); spg is the geometric standard deviation
based on the aerosol diameter at t.

For the purpose of convenient integral over RSD
when the acquisition of accurate analytical solu-
tions, RSD is also considered to be a lognormal
function (Jung et al., 2002):

ndðDdÞ ¼
Ndffiffiffiffiffiffi

2p
p

ln sdg
exp �

ln2ðDd=DdgÞ

2ln2 sdg

" #
1

Dd

(10)

in which Nd is the total raindrop number concen-
tration at t (m�3); Ddg is the geometric mean
diameter at t (mm); sdg is the geometric standard
deviation based on the raindrop diameter at t.
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Jung and Lee (1998) simplified the collision
efficiency for small size aerosol mainly dominated
by Brownian diffusion mechanism:

EJDðdp;DdÞ ¼ 2

ffiffiffi
3
p

p
4Pe

� �2=3
1� að Þ 3sþ 4ð Þ

J þ sK

� �1=3
(11)

in which a is the volume fraction or packing density
of raindrop; s is the viscosity ratio of raindrop
and air, s ¼ mw=ma; Pe is the Peclet number,
Pe ¼ DdUðDdÞ=Ddiff ; J ¼ 1� 6a1=3=5þ a2=5; K ¼

1� 9a1=3=5þ aþ a2=5.
As for aerosol population with range dpo0.05 mm

and 0.05odpo1.0 mm, Jung et al. (2002) obtained
analytical solutions of the time evolution of size
distribution of scavenging aerosols by precipitation,
respectively. Those analytical solutions are used to
validate the computation precision of MMC meth-
od for wet removal. The computational conditions
are listed in Table 1, where the characteristic time
scale of wet removal is defined as tsca ¼ 1=Lðdpg;0Þ;
Npf and Ndf are the initial number of fictitious
aerosols and that of fictitious raindrops; the
parameters of RSD are as follows: Nd ¼ 105m�3,
Ddg ¼ 0.1mm, sdg ¼ 1.2.

Figs. 1 and 2 show the comparison of MMC
solutions and analytical solution for Cases 1 and 2,
respectively, where Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 2(a) are the
curves of ASD at 5 special time-point, respectively;
Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 2(b) are the time evolution of the
total number concentration of real aerosols, geo-
metric mean volume (vpg ¼ pdpg

3 /6) and geometric
standard deviation, respectively. Even though the
total number concentration of real aerosols de-
creases sharply due to wet removal at the end of
time evolution (Np ¼ 81080.9m�3 at t ¼ 104 s for
Case 1; Np ¼ 2565.9m�3 at t ¼ 107 for Case 2), the
results of MMC method agree with the correspond-
ing analytical solutions very well, except a little bias
for geometric standard deviation.

Computation costs for Cases 1 and 2 are about 25
and 78 s in PCs, respectively. The low computation
Table 1

Computational condition

Case Np,0, m
�3 dpg,0, mm spg,0 tsc

Case 1 106 0.001 1.5

Case 2 106 0.1 1.5 12
cost of MMC method will encourage its application
in engineering.

5. Results and discussions

5.1. Numerical simulation of MMC method

Water content (w1) and rainfall intensity (J) are
two parameters describing the classification of
precipitation. They are related to RSD:

w1 ¼

Z Dd;max

Dd;min

p
6
rwD3

dndðDdÞdDd,

Jðmmh�1Þ ¼ 3:6

Z Dd;max

Dd;min

p
6
rwD3

dU

�ðDdÞndðDdÞdDd. ð12Þ

RSD in the Mediterranean area can be approxi-
mated fitted by a unimodal log-normal function
according to long-time measurements in Israel
(Feingold and Levin, 1986) and Spain (Cerro
et al., 1997). The three parameters of RSD, Nd,
ddg and sdg, are expressed as a function of rainfall
intensity. In the paper, we choose the parameteriza-
tions of Feingold and Levin (1986) to describe
RSD, and it’s considered the geometric standard
deviation is constant. The parameters in the typical
light, moderate and heavy precipitation are listed in
Table 2.

Scavenging coefficient is directly associated with
collision efficiency, RSD and the falling velocity of
raindrop and aerosol. Fig. 3 shows the relationship
between scavenging coefficient and aerosol size for
typical light, moderate and heavy precipitation,
respectively. For every precipitation type, the curve
of scavenging coefficient as a function of aerosol
diameter has obvious similarity with the curve of
collision efficiency as a function of aerosol diameter,
which implies collision efficiency plays an important
role on scavenging coefficient and cannot be
considered to be a constant value.

As shown in Fig. 3, the scavenging coefficient of
aerosol for different precipitation type is different,
a, s Npf Ndf Time

evolution, s

3221.80 3000 3000 104

13571.72 3000 3000 107
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Fig. 1. The comparison between MMC solutions and analytical solutions in Case 1.
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which indicates precipitation type will affect the
process of aerosols wet scavenging. Figs. 4–6
investigate the effect of aerosols wet scavenging
for different precipitation type, where ASD is
expressed by lognormal function, and the initial
total of real aerosols per unit volume is
Np,0 ¼ 106m�3, geometric standard deviation
spg,0 ¼ 1.3, geometric mean diameter dpg,0 for small,
intermediate and large particle size distribution are
0.01, 0.5 and 5 mm, respectively. RSD is represented
by log-normal function, and rainfall intensity is 1,
10 and 100mmh�1 for light, moderate and heavy
precipitation, respectively.
Aerosols with dpg,0 ¼ 0.01 mm are mainly col-
lected by raindrop due to Brownian diffusion
mechanism. The smaller size, the higher collision
efficiency is. As shown in Fig. 4(b), the geometric
mean volume (vpg) continues to increase; however,
the total number of real aerosols (Np) continues to
decrease. Furthermore, the bigger rainfall intensity,
the faster velocity of the ascending of vpg or the
descending of Np is. The numerical results shown in
Fig. 4(a) indicate that short heavy precipitation (for
example, 2 h) scavenges as many aerosols as long
moderate precipitation (7.5 h) and longer light
precipitation (30 h), which accords with the model
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Fig. 2. The comparison between MMC solutions and analytical solutions in Case 2.

Table 2

Classification of precipitation

Precipitation

type

J, mmh�1 Nd, m
�3 Ddg, mm sdg

Light

precipitation

1 172 0.72 2.0

Moderate

precipitation

10 285.45 1.22 2.0

Heavy

precipitation

100 473.73 2.08 2.0
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results of Garcia Nieto et al. (1994). The location of
peak of ASD continues to close up right side (the
side of larger aerosols). With respect to aerosols
with dpg,0 ¼ 5 mm, they are scavenged due to mainly
inertial impaction with raindrops. The larger size of
aerosol, the higher collision efficiency is. Here the
geometric mean volume continues to decrease as
well as the total number of real aerosols. The curves
of ASD continue to decline to left side (the side
of smaller aerosols), which shows those large
aerosols are scavenged more easily and effectively.
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Fig. 3. Scavenging coefficient as a function of aerosol size.
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Obviously, heavy precipitation exhibits a better
effect of aerosols wet scavenging than moderate and
light precipitation (in that order). Aerosols with
dpg,0 ¼ 0.5 mm (situated in ‘‘Greenfield gap’’ range
(Greenfield, 1957)) are hardly removed by precipita-
tion process because the two important wet removal
mechanisms, Brownian diffusion and inertial im-
paction, have the minimum effect on those aerosols
and the contribution of interception mechanism on
collision efficiency is also weak. The numerical
results of Fig. 5 show the geometric mean volume is
nearly constant however the aerosol number con-
centration continues to decrease with time evolu-
tion. Similar with small aerosols (dpg,0 ¼ 0.01 mm)
and large aerosols (dpg,0 ¼ 5 mm), those intermediate
aerosols (dpg,0 ¼ 0.5 mm) are scavenged more effec-
tively by heavy precipitation than moderate and
light precipitation (in that order). It’s noticeable
that geometric standard deviation foe any aerosol
size and for any precipitation type is decreasing on
the average, which indicates the curve of ASD
continues to incline to be flat and the size of aerosols
continues to incline to uniform and monodisperse.
Synthetically, the wet removal of small aerosols is
dominated mainly by Brownian diffusion mechan-
ism, and inertial impaction is the most important
mechanism for large aerosols; however, both
Brownian diffusion and inertial impaction have
the minimum influence on the wet removal of
intermediate aerosols; interception mechanism plays
a relatively weak role on aerosols with any size. The
numerical results which are shown in Figs. 4–6
accord with qualitatively the results of Garcia Nieto
et al. (1994).

The same precipitation type has different effect
of aerosols wet scavenging on those aerosols
with different size. In order to reach to the same
effect of aerosols wet scavenging, for example,
to scavenge 40% aerosols, light precipitation
spends about 35min when scavenging large
aerosols (dpg,0 ¼ 5 mm); however, 33 h when scaven-
ging small aerosols (dpg,0 ¼ 0.01 mm), and even
about 1094 h when scavenging intermediate aerosols
(dpg,0 ¼ 0.5 mm). Similarly, moderate or heavy pre-
cipitation scavenges large aerosols more effectively
than small aerosols and intermediate aerosols (in
that order).

On the whole, the increase of rainfall intensity
can help scavenge not only small aerosols and
large aerosols but also intermediate aerosols. The
three precipitation types have a better effect of
aerosols wet scavenging for large aerosols than
small aerosols and intermediate aerosols (in that
order). The three precipitation types can hardly
scavenge intermediate aerosols; comparatively,
the effect of heavy precipitation on intermediate
aerosols is better than the other precipitation
types. Those conclusions accord with our conven-
tional viewpoint, which can be explained by the
scavenging coefficient of aerosol. Since scavenging
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Fig. 4. The wet scavenging of small aerosols by three precipitation types.
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coefficient of aerosol represents the removal rate of
aerosols by raindrop, the information about scaven-
ging coefficient as a function of aerosol size when
different precipitation processes, which is shown in
Fig. 3, can help research the effect of wet scavenging
of aerosols with different size when different
precipitation processes from the other view. The
increasing mass of raindrops results in the increas-
ing of volume and surface area of raindrops, which
will increase the collision efficiency of small
aerosols due to Brownian diffusion mechanism
and then the scavenging coefficient of small aero-
sols. However, the collision efficiency due to
interception mechanism, which depends mathema-
tically on the radio of aerosol size and raindrop size
(dp/Dd), will decrease with the increasing size of
raindrops. With respect to the collision efficiency
due to inertial impaction mechanisms which is
approximate to (1–0.9St�0.5) according to Jung
et al. (2003), it correlates positively with Stokes
number of aerosol (St). However, St may correlate
positively or negatively with raindrop size Dd,
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Fig. 5. The wet scavenging of intermediate aerosols by three precipitation types.
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depending on the ‘‘three-section’’ representations of
the falling velocity of the raindrop within different
size range of raindrops. So the collision efficiency
due to inertial impaction mechanism may increase
or decrease with the increasing size of raindrops
according to the model of collision efficiency
promoted by Slinn (1983). Factually, the scavenging
coefficient of aerosol is directly associated with not
only collision efficiency but also RSD. Therefore,
the increase of rainfall intensity (water content) and
then the increase of mass and size of raindrops will
increase the scavenging coefficient of aerosol with
any size on the common contribution of the
increasing number concentration and size of rain-
drops, although there exist some complicated
relation between the collision efficiency and rainfall
intensity. The increasing scavenging coefficient for
any aerosol size will benefit aerosols wet scavenging.
Furthermore, there are more obvious increase
of scavenging coefficient for large aerosols and
small aerosols than intermediate aerosols with
the increase of rainfall intensity. So precipitation
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Fig. 6. The wet scavenging of large aerosols by three precipitation types.
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scavenges more effectively large aerosols and small
aerosols along with the increase of rainfall intensity.
On the other hand, the scavenging coefficient of
large aerosols is greater than that of small aerosols
and intermediate aerosols (in that order), which is
the reason why precipitation scavenges more
effectively large aerosols than small aerosols and
intermediate aerosols (in that order).
It’s noticeable that the time evolutions of ASD of
small and intermediate aerosols are basically ‘‘self-
preserving’’. However, the ‘‘self-preserving’’ ASD is
not rigid for aerosols with range 2–5 mm because
scavenging coefficient increases sharply within the
size range of aerosols. Moment method (Jung et al.,
2003), which is based on the ‘‘self-preserving’’ ASD,
will generate some numerical errors.
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5.2. The analysis of numerical errors of MMC

method for wet removal

MMC method is based on time-driven technique,
which assumes dynamic events in dispersed systems
are decoupled each other within a sufficiently small
time step Dt. In fact, within time-step Dt, those
dynamic events may associate with each other and
are NOT uncoupled absolutely each other, so any
‘‘time-driven’’ MC method shows the so-called
‘‘uncoupling error’’. The introduction of multi-
plicative constant a is just for the purpose of the
reduction of the ‘‘uncoupling error’’. The smaller
multiplicative constant, the fewer deposition events
take place within one time-step and then the
‘‘uncoupling error’’ decreases, however, on expense
of computation time. The other source of numerical
errors originates form the consequential treatment
of dynamic event. The disturbing of transform-
weight of fictitious aerosols due to the forcible
maintenance of constant volume and constant
number contributes to the so-called ‘‘constant
volume and number error’’. The third numerical
error is random error. MMC method for wet
removal adopts many random number and random
process, for example, when judging the occurrence
of wet removal event. Those random procedures
exhibit some inevitable error, which is called as
random error. Lastly, the statistical error is
inevitably demonstrated by all MC methods.

5.3. Future works

Aerosols wet scavenging by precipitation is
a very complicated process. The microphysical
model adopted by the paper does not take
account of fractal aerosol, condensation/evapora-
tion, nucleation or crystallization (Ackerman et al.,
1995), coagulation (Zhang et al., 2004) of
raindrops and aerosols, etc. Furthermore, the
different chemical nature of aerosols (Chate and
Kamra, 1997; Chate et al., 2003) affects wet
removal process, for example, the size and density
of hydroscopic aerosols and raindrops relates
closely to their height, humidity and chemical
composition of air. The description of those
complicated factors needs the foundation of mi-
cro-chemical model.

The paper only considers the contribution of the
three wet removal mechanisms: Brownian diffusion,
interception and inertial impaction. In fact, electro-
static collection is also an important wet removal
mechanism (Tinsley et al., 2001; Andronache, 2004).
Furthermore, how to improve the collision effi-
ciency of ‘‘Greenfield gap’’ aerosols is an important
issue.

The aerosols wet scavenging by precipitation may
illumine the removal of PM from pulverized-coal
fired power plants in electrostatic precipitator.

6. Conclusions

A new stochastic approach, MMC method, is
firstly promoted to describe quantitatively the time
evolution of ASD when raindrop falling. MMC
method, which is based on ‘‘time-driven’’ technique,
introduces ‘‘fictitious aerosols’’ and ‘‘fictitious rain-
drops’’ to represent those real aerosols population
and real raindrop population, respectively. MMC
method maintains synchronously the total number
of fictitious aerosols and computational domain.
The good agreement between MMC solution and
analytical solution for diffusion dominant range
shows its stable and high computation precision.
The precision of MMC method is restrained
together by ‘‘uncoupling error’’, ‘‘constant volume
and number error’’, random error and statistical
error. When describing the process of aerosols wet
scavenging by precipitation, MMC method does
not need any assumption on collision efficiency,
ASD and RSD, which contrasts nearly with
moment method. MMC method can describe
any case of aerosols wet scavenging so long as the
model of scavenging coefficient can be obtained
mathematically.

MMC method is used to investigate the effects of
the different precipitation type on wet scavenging of
aerosols with different size. Numerical results show,
short heavy precipitation scavenges as many aero-
sols with any size as long moderate precipitation
and even longer light precipitation; large aerosols
are scavenged more effectively by any precipitation
type than small aerosols and intermediate aerosols
(in that order).
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